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Separation of racemic mixtures by formation and crystallization of the diastereomeric

salts (classical chiral resolution) is a popular process in the pharmaceutical industry.

Identifying the optimal conditions and developing a robust process for racemate

resolution often rely on the “trial and error” experiments at benchtop scales that can be

material consuming and labor intensive. Incorporating the ChiroSolve and

iChemExplorer technologies, we have developed a high-throughput screening

approach at ≤ 1 mL scale to effectively evaluate the resolution conditions in guiding the

process scale-up. The ChiroSolve kits are selected to ensure a fit-for-purpose design

suiting to the racemate’s molecular properties. As a module integrated into a HPLC

autosampler with functions of temperature ramping, stirring and filtering, the

iChemExplorer is used to automatically sample and profile the real time resolution

kinetics such as solubility and enantiomer excess. Examples are presented for

identification of the optimal resolution conditions through this rational design and

systematic screening approach that saves the resources and the materials in

pharmaceutical process development.

Why Chiral Resolution

• Marketed drugs consist of >70% chiral molecules

• Individual enantiomer in a chiral drug molecule often has different pharmacological / 

toxicological properties 

• FDA requires a chiral drug molecule to be optically separated and the effect of 

single enantiomer to be tested 

Chiral Separation Techniques

• Asymmetric synthesis desirable, but cost prohibitive at early development stage  

• Chiral LC or SFC chromatography appropriate at discovery stage ~gram scale 

• Classical resolution via diastereomeric salt crystallization                        

 Discovered by Louis Pasteur in 1853 by resolving tartaric acid

 Accounted for > 65% of marketed chiral drugs 

 Attributed to appreciable difference in solubility (crystal packing and energy) between 

diastereomeric salts formed

 A traditional “trial and error” process at benchtop for identifying the resolving agent
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ChiroSolve Screening Kits

• Focus: Define commercially viable separation parameters for chiral molecules 

through comprehensive screening to expedite purification process

• Benefits: Commercially available reagents and solvents pre-dispensed in 

multiple well-plates to cover resolving conditions for exhaustive and 

unbiased screening   

A rapid and standardized method to identify separation conditions with 

results within 24 hours

IP estate through comprehensive knowledge of separation conditions

Examples of Chiral Resolving Agents

Chiral Resolution by Diastereomeric Salt Formation

• Select resolving acids/bases to suit the racemate’s molecular properties. The chiral 

center should be as close as possible to the function group responsible for salt 

formation 

• Kits can also be used with neutral racemates of alcohols, amino acids, aldehydes 

and ketones by pre-processing chemistry

Example of Automation Protocol

• Heat 24-vial plate samples from ambient to 80C in 1 hr

• Hold at 80C for 1 hr while drawing/quenching/diluting LC samples 

• Cool from 80C to ambient in 8 hr while completing LC sample injection and 

analysis for dissolution or solubility at 80C  

• Hold at ambient for 10 hr

• Draw/quench/dilute/analyze LC samples for mother liquor diastereomeric excess 

(de) and solubility of crystallized salts

• Calculate maximum yield and de of crystallized salts based on mass balance

• Automated crystallization and LC analysis for chiral resolution in 24 hr

• Recover the hit DS salts for solid state characterization

Turn your HPLC into an Automated Screening System

Chemistry to Results in a LC Sample Vial

ReactionAnalytics provides an automation tool for chiral 

resolution screening and kinetic study:

• Heating, cooling and stirring (5 to 150 0C, up to 1200 rpm)

• Solubility, crystallization and de at different temperatures

• Proprietary in-vial filter insert technology

• Intuitive UI for experiment design and execution

• Specific analysis and reporting on chiral LC data
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Chiral resolution is fundamentally a thermodynamic (solubility) and kinetic 

(crystallization) process, underlying competitive solution-solution, solution-

solid, and solid-solid equilibriums of desired and undesired diastereomeric 

salts, optimally, Ksp1 >> Ksp2 and KS << 1 
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Manual

Manual: 4 experiments in 2 days

iChemExplorer: 24 experiments in 1 day

Efficiency by ChiroSolve and iChemExplorer 

ChiroSolve and iChemExplorer technologies together provide a systematic

screening approach with reagent kits, hardware and software for classical

chiral resolution at ≤ 1 mL scale. The ChiroSolve kits are used to identify

the primary resolving agents within a rational design space of

diastereomeric salt formation. The iChemExplorer automation experiments

are executed to evaluate the thermodynamic and kinetic conditions in real

time in guiding the process scale-up. The fit-for-purpose practice not only

saves the resources and the materials but also enables process chemists

to conduct chiral resolution screening at >10x fold efficiency than traditional

“trial and error” benchtop methods. Further development is underway to

integrate seamlessly between design strategy and automation execution

with the aims to maximize the capabilities from ChiroSolve and

iChemExplorer and to deliver the best practice for classical chiral resolution

screening in the pharmaceutical industry.

Abstract

Chiral Resolution Screening

• Discovery leads to complex molecules with multi-chiral centers 

• From process chemistry perspective, chiral separation should be done earlier in  

the reaction scheme

• Design-of-Experiment and high-throughput screening for identifying the optimal 

resolution conditions (resolving agent, solvent, molar ratio of resolving agent to 

racemate, racemate concentration)


